Summer Reading List

AS Ancient History

AH1 Greek

History from

Original Sources: Delian League to Athenian Empire.

You could try reading parts of these different original sources that we study in Year 12 ......

Thucydides, History Of The Peloponnesian War


In Plutarch you could try reading the sections on these key people

- Themistocles
- Aristides
- Cimon
AH2 Roman History from Original Sources: Option 3
Britain in the Roman Empire.

Delve in and explore the exploits of Caesar or just read pages 97-115 for the Invasions of Britain and the areas we will cover in the Spring term.

Tacitus, Agricola
We will study Agricola so you could read that section of the book and then why not explore Germania as well!

Suetonius, The Twelve Caesars.
You could just read the chapters on Julius Caesar, Augustus and Claudius and then choose any other emperor(s) that you find interesting

Two general books on Ancient Greece and Roman Britain that provide an excellent introduction to the course.

Ancient Greece – Using Evidence by Pamela Bradley.

The Romans Who Shaped Britain by Sam Moorhead